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There are a few places in the world where fast
chargers are by no means the norm: The Northeast
in the US is such a place. In New York, the entire DC
fast charging network comes from DC Fast Charging

Initiative (DFCI), a joint public-private partnership
that aims to build more fast chargers and thus

enabling more rapid adoption of electric vehicles to
support the transition to a cleaner energy economy.
At the Delancey-Essex Municipal Garage, one of the
citys most popular municipal parking facilities with
357 parking spots and where EVs already account

for 10% of its customers, NYC DOT installed four DC
fast chargers including three 50kw units and one

150kw unit. DC fast chargers provide an 80% charge
in 30-60 minutes depending on the vehicle. This

encourages parking turnover within parking
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facilities, as EV owners can quickly charge up their
vehicles while running errands or grabbing a bite to
eat. Customers will pay 35 cents per kWh and can
pay via the EV Connect mobile app or with their

credit/debit card. Customers will receive credit for
the cost of the first hour of parking through the

transaction at the charger. Parking spaces will also
be designated with EV Charging Only regulatory

signage. The station was built through a partnership
with NYPA, which conducted the procurement and

construction oversight. NYPA has the subject matter
expertise and buying power from developing similar

projects across the state including its EVolve NY
public fast charging network and electric bus

charging infrastructure for transit agencies such as
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA).
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